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OPS2 TILE SYSTEM
STANDARD TILE CONFIGURATIONS

TILE FINISH OPTIONS

Our 18” bottom tile comes standard with 
perforated paint unless otherwise specified.  
Perforated painted tiles are available on 18” 
bottom tile only.  

FABRIC TACKABLE ACOUSTIC (FTA)
Our standard fabric tiles are tackable 
acoustic. Choose from any of our 
standard fabric selections.                     

GLASS (G/OT OR G/OM)
Come standard with glass on the outside 
with open frame on the inside. Glass on a top 
tile is denoted G/OT and glass on a middle 
tile is denoted G/OM. Glass cannot be used 
on 7” tiles or 8” stacker tiles.

LAMINATE (LAM) 

PERFORATED PAINTED METAL (PPMT)

All standard paint options are available.

Open tiles consist of open frames 
on both sides of the tile frame, thus 
allowing for open access.

PAINTED METAL TILE (PMT)

OPEN TILE (O/O)
Four standard laminate options are available.



OPEN/GLAZE TILES

All Tiles are specified for each side of the frame.  When using a glass tile,

it is recommended to use open on the inside and glass on the outside.

PANEL WIDTHS

24, 30, 36, 42, 48
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OPEN/GLAZE TILES

All Tiles are specified for each side of the frame.  When using a glass tile,

it is recommended to use open on the inside and glass on the outside.

PANEL WIDTHS

24, 30, 36, 42, 48
TILE WIDTHS 24, 30, 36, 42, 48

TILE HEIGHTS FINISH OPTIONS

7” PMT

FTA

LAM

8” Stacker PMT

FTA

LAM

14” PMT

FTA

LAM

G/OM (if tile is in middle)

G/OT (if tile is on top)

O/O

18” PPMT (18” bottom tile only)

PMT

FTA

LAM

O/O


